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The 7 & 8 TeV Run of the LHC

Adjectives I’d use to describe searches for new physics:

Effective
Well-Designed

Extensive
Thorough

Pragmatic
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NATURAL SUSY TARGETS

TOP SQUARKS t̃1, t̃2, b̃1

GLUINO g̃

HIGGSINOS h̃0, h̃�0, h̃±

General Strategy to Search for 
Lightest Colored Particle (LCP)

that decays to LSP
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The General Setup

Lots of parameter space



Searches for 3rd Generation
are typical of these



Search results are useful even when null



The basic searches are covered
Lower reach with a compressed spectra

Could possibly gain by looking at heavier particles
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(Still 2D scans since LSP-LCP mass splitting fixed & small)



Composite Higgs & Little Higgs

Same-Spin Particles called Partners

Top Partners

EW Vector Partners
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Many Searches Being Done
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Pair-produced Top Partners

Single production also possible



Composite Higgs Theories

If �T > 2mt Br(�T � tt̄) � O(1)

pp� �T � �T �T � (tt̄)(tt̄)

pp� �T � �T �T �T � (tt̄)(tt̄)(tt̄)

pp� �T �T � (�T �T )(�T �T )� ((tt̄)(tt̄))((tt̄)(tt̄))

Frequently easiest to produce vector resonances

Frequently have colored vectors and pseudo-Goldstone bosons



Searches aren’t as complete
as SUSY searches

Boosted Techniques developed for
these signals



Still waiting for discovery
Signals could be just out of reach

Is there something that we’re missing?



Key Handle to Separate S from B



Key Handle to Separate S from B

/ET

Dramatically reduces
QCD Multijet rate



/ET

Key Handle to Separate S from B

But if signal is not MET-rich
Large classes of signatures are invisible



New Physics Searches

Rely heavily on one object 
that QCD doesn’t directly produce

Gives parametric control of QCD background

But if the signal doesn’t have it, 
we’re eliminating signals



Need a handle to distinguish

Normal QCD Multijet BSM Multijet



Work today:

Progress towards low background
MET-Less Searches

Will reduce the importance of MET

Need to be tailored to signal

No single solution 
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Baryonic R-Parity Violation
Eviscerates MET�
d2� ���

ijk U c
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Makes LSP decay 
to 3 quarks (most LSPs)

to 2 quarks (squark LSPs)

Increases multiplicity significantly

(one quark could be top → +2j)



Natural Susy
with RPV
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The Less-Classic Natural Susy Signature
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18+ Jets

Potentially lots of b-jets



The Less-Classic Natural Susy Signature
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Punchline:

Many signals of new physics
produce lots of final state quarks

Easy to come up with other signals
with high multiplicity signals
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Jet Mass
Subjets



Requiring N jets requires O(N) cuts

The more cuts, the less inclusive

Jets may have small pT (accidentally forward)
Jets merge together

Get Lost

More Inclusive Approach
Gain sensitivity to high multiplicity final states

Less likely to be the best discovery channel



Typical Susy Searches use
anti-kT R = 0.4

Lots of room for isolated jets 
Can find up to 60

Good at separating high multiplicity 
from low multiplicity



Typical Susy Searches use
anti-kT R = 0.4

Lots of room for isolated jets 
Can find up to 60

Good at separating high multiplicity 
from low multiplicity

Start by going backwards
anti-kT R = 1.0 -1.2

No room for isolated jets
Only 4 to 6 jets possible



Seem to have lost 
the single feature that made

these events special
13 Jet Event 3 Jet Event



Typical QCD Background 

13 Jet 3 Jet
Background rate skyrockets



Now need to distinguish

Signal Background



The difference between them is clear

Small Invariant MassLarge Invariant Mass

mj

pT
� 1

mj

pT
� 0.3



Introduce One New Variable

MJ =
NJ�

n=1

mjn

Sum of Jet Masses

QCD jets have most of their mass generated
by the parton shower

Top events have their mass capped near 400 GeV



MJ as a replacement for HT

Signal has higher MJ for fixed HT

Never does parametrically worse

Signal Background
mj/pT � 1 mj/pT

<� 1

HT �MJ HT
>�MJ

Keep less background at same signal efficiency

HT =
�

ET i =
�

(p2
T i + m2

ji
)

1
2
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QCD jets only have small correlations
Data driven background predictions possible

P3(x1, x2, x3) � P1(x1)P1(x2)P1(x3)

Measure in one sample and extrapolate

Would like a calculation to understand correlations
Should measure in multiple settings (q vs g composition)

Also can use other control regions (MET/leptons/bjets)

x = mj/pT



P1(x; pT )

Now use in the multijet sample

Predict event-by-event acceptances
(probability an event passes cut)

Don’t need to be able to calculate MJ distribution
from first principles

Natural “Data-Driven” approach to backgrounds

A(pT 1, pT 2, pT 3) =
�

MJ>mcut

d3x P1(x1; pT 1)P1(x2; pT 2)P1(x3; pT 3)

Can make an MJ prediction based upon the events measured



Works well in Monte Carlo
< 20% systematic differences
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FIG. 4: Testing the jet template and /ET template ansatz.

Ultimately it is an experimental question whether such a factorization holds. At some level we
expect correlations between the four jets and deviations from the form of Eqn. 5. For example,
we would expect color (re)connections between the jets to introduce correlations. The presence
of significant pile-up (so long as it remains unsubtracted) would also tend to result in (positive)
correlations between the jets. Finally, for jets that are close together we would expect out-of-jet
radiation to result in correlations.

In the case that the correlations are large it may be necessary to systematically include cor-
rections to Eqn. 5. We anticipate that some kind of principal component analysis or other form
of tensor decomposition would be applicable. We leave this interesting question to future work.
For the remainder of this section we would like to explore the degree to which the universality
assumptions underlying Eqn. 5 are valid in the only data sample available to us, namely the 4.3
million 4J Sherpa events described in section blah.

In a realistic experimental study one would presumably want to measure d�
4J

(pT i) and
⇢J(x, n; pT ) from independent samples. Given our somewhat limited statistics, however, we will
instead ‘measure’ d�

4J

(pT i) and ⇢J(x, n; pT ) from the same 4J sample and use Eqn. 5 to construct
an estimate of the full 9-dimensional distribution. This will allow us to estimate acceptances after
imposing /ET , MJ and NJ cuts. The degree to which this procedure reproduces cut acceptances
in the raw event sample will reflect the viability of the jet template and /ET template ansatz. See
Fig. 4.

When the ansatz is appropriate, it has the advantage of reducing the statistical uncertainties
in d�

4J

(/ET , mi, ni). This follows directly from the reduced dimensionality of the problem. This
reduction is especially significant in the tails of the distribution, where statistical uncertainties are
parametrically reduced by virtue of the fact that—due to the convolution—they receive sizeable
contributions from statistically rich parts of the component probability distributions. For exam-
ple, a rare 4-jet event with NJ = 12 will be dominated by contributions from ⇢J(n = 3), the
measurement of which is not particularly statistically limited.

2.2. Backgrounds

The dominant Standard Model backgrounds are QCD, single top and top pair production, and
vector bosons with jets. However, since the backgrounds where there is an intrinsic mass scale are
important, the leading subdominant backgrounds have been computed for completeness. The non-

Raw MC

DD MC

Fraction of QCD events satisfying MJ cut



Two Benchmark Models
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FIG. 3: Missing energy distributions for signal and background
after requiring four or more fat jets. Stacked histograms show
the SM backgrounds, which include tt̄ (light yellow), V + nj
(light red), and QCD (light purple). The distributions for an
800 GeV gluino in the multi-top topology and a 600 GeV gluino
in the 2-step cascade decay topology, both with a massless
LSP, are shown in black and purple, respectively. A 500 GeV
gluino in the stealth SUSY topology is shown in green.

anti-correlated jet masses, just like tt̄. Because MJ

involves a sum over masses, this anti-correlation is not
significant, and does not contribute large corrections
to Eq. 3. The jet masses for the QCD and V + jets
backgrounds are uncorrelated because they arise from
radiative processes; in this case, the corrections to Eq. 3
are also negligible.

III. SENSITIVITY OF JET MASS SEARCHES

To illustrate the improvement of MJ searches over HT

searches, we study two classes of signals, both arising from
pair-produced gluinos g̃ that give rise to a large number of
jets in the final state. The first class consists of topologies
with suppressed, but non-negligible missing energy, and
the second class has hardly any missing energy. Jet mass
searches for these two classes will di↵er in whether a
moderate missing energy requirement is necessary. We
consider each class separately in the following subsections.

A. Suppressed Missing Energy

As examples of signals with suppressed missing energy,
we consider a multi-top topology with

g̃ ! tt̄ + � (6)

and a 2-step cascade decay topology with

g̃ ! qq0�± ! qq0W±�0 ! qq0W±Z0�, (7)

where � is the LSP, �± is a chargino, and �0 is a neutralino.
For the cascade topology, the chargino (neutralino) mass
is halfway between that of the gluino (chargino) and LSP:

m�± = m� + (mg̃ � m�)/2 (8)

m�0 = m� + (m�± � m�)/2.

This spectrum suppresses the missing energy significantly
by reducing the available momentum to the LSP. For
this class of topologies, a modest cut on missing energy
(/ET > 100 � 150 GeV) is useful, in addition to a cut on
the jet masses.

The samples of background and signal events used
in the limit estimates were generated as follows. The
parton-level signals for the multi-top and two-step cascade
topologies were generated with MadGraph 4.4.44 [38] in
association with (up to) two jets

pp ! g̃g̃ + nj , (9)

where nj = 2 for the highest multiplicity subprocess. The
importance of including additional radiation in signal
processes has been documented in [41, 42]. To properly
account for this initial-state radiation, we use the MLM
parton shower/matrix element matching scheme [43]
with a shower-k? scheme [44–46]. The events are then
showered and hadronized in Pythia 6.4 [39]. PGS 5 [40]
is used as a detector mock-up and applies an anti-kT jet
clustering algorithm with R = 1.2 [27].

The dominant Standard Model backgrounds include
QCD, top production, and vector bosons plus jets. The
matched backgrounds are obtained for

nj , tt̄ + nt V + nv t + nt0 V V 0 + nV 0(10)

where nj = 4, nt = 2, nv = 3, nV 0 = 2, and
nt0 = 3 are each the jet multiplicity of the highest-order
process for each sample. For V + jets, additional partons
have been shown to be reasonably approximated by the
parton shower [47]. The single-top and vector boson-pair
production are subdominant and are thus not shown in
the distributions in this paper, though they are included
in the limit calculations.
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FIG. 3: Missing energy distributions for signal and background
after requiring four or more fat jets. Stacked histograms show
the SM backgrounds, which include tt̄ (light yellow), V + nj
(light red), and QCD (light purple). The distributions for an
800 GeV gluino in the multi-top topology and a 600 GeV gluino
in the 2-step cascade decay topology, both with a massless
LSP, are shown in black and purple, respectively. A 500 GeV
gluino in the stealth SUSY topology is shown in green.

anti-correlated jet masses, just like tt̄. Because MJ

involves a sum over masses, this anti-correlation is not
significant, and does not contribute large corrections
to Eq. 3. The jet masses for the QCD and V + jets
backgrounds are uncorrelated because they arise from
radiative processes; in this case, the corrections to Eq. 3
are also negligible.

III. SENSITIVITY OF JET MASS SEARCHES

To illustrate the improvement of MJ searches over HT

searches, we study two classes of signals, both arising from
pair-produced gluinos g̃ that give rise to a large number of
jets in the final state. The first class consists of topologies
with suppressed, but non-negligible missing energy, and
the second class has hardly any missing energy. Jet mass
searches for these two classes will di↵er in whether a
moderate missing energy requirement is necessary. We
consider each class separately in the following subsections.

A. Suppressed Missing Energy

As examples of signals with suppressed missing energy,
we consider a multi-top topology with

g̃ ! tt̄ + � (6)

and a 2-step cascade decay topology with

g̃ ! qq0�± ! qq0W±�0 ! qq0W±Z0�, (7)

where � is the LSP, �± is a chargino, and �0 is a neutralino.
For the cascade topology, the chargino (neutralino) mass
is halfway between that of the gluino (chargino) and LSP:

m�± = m� + (mg̃ � m�)/2 (8)

m�0 = m� + (m�± � m�)/2.

This spectrum suppresses the missing energy significantly
by reducing the available momentum to the LSP. For
this class of topologies, a modest cut on missing energy
(/ET > 100 � 150 GeV) is useful, in addition to a cut on
the jet masses.

The samples of background and signal events used
in the limit estimates were generated as follows. The
parton-level signals for the multi-top and two-step cascade
topologies were generated with MadGraph 4.4.44 [38] in
association with (up to) two jets

pp ! g̃g̃ + nj , (9)

where nj = 2 for the highest multiplicity subprocess. The
importance of including additional radiation in signal
processes has been documented in [41, 42]. To properly
account for this initial-state radiation, we use the MLM
parton shower/matrix element matching scheme [43]
with a shower-k? scheme [44–46]. The events are then
showered and hadronized in Pythia 6.4 [39]. PGS 5 [40]
is used as a detector mock-up and applies an anti-kT jet
clustering algorithm with R = 1.2 [27].

The dominant Standard Model backgrounds include
QCD, top production, and vector bosons plus jets. The
matched backgrounds are obtained for

nj , tt̄ + nt V + nv t + nt0 V V 0 + nV 0(10)

where nj = 4, nt = 2, nv = 3, nV 0 = 2, and
nt0 = 3 are each the jet multiplicity of the highest-order
process for each sample. For V + jets, additional partons
have been shown to be reasonably approximated by the
parton shower [47]. The single-top and vector boson-pair
production are subdominant and are thus not shown in
the distributions in this paper, though they are included
in the limit calculations.
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FIG. 4: (Left) HT distributions and (Right) MJ distributions, after requiring four or more fat jets and /ET > 150 GeV. Signal
and background as in Fig. 3.

Next-to-leading-order (NLO) corrections a↵ect the nor-
malization of both signal and background distributions.1

The largest corrections are to the inclusive production
cross section and can be absorbed into K-factors. The
leading order cross sections of the signal are normalized to
the NLO cross sections calculated in Prospino 2.1 [48].
The leading order production cross sections for tt̄ + jets,
W± +jets, and Z0 +jets are scaled to the NLO ones from
[49].

For the remainder of this article, the leading fat jet is
required to have pT j1 > 120 GeV and the sub-leading fat
jets have pT > 50 GeV. Fig. 3 shows the missing energy
distributions for benchmark multi-top and cascade decay
topologies with massless LSPs after requiring Nj � 4.
Both these signals have events with missing energy above
⇠ 100 � 200 GeV, but not enough to e↵ectively separate
them from background.

Figure 4 shows the HT and MJ distributions for these
two benchmarks after a moderate missing energy cut
of 150 GeV. It is clear that the MJ variable provides
a far better discriminant against background than HT ,
as expected from our discussion in the previous section.
By requiring several widely separated jets, QCD must
produce these jets through an intrinsically 2 ! 4 process,

1
With parton shower/matrix element matching, the shapes of

di↵erential distributions are accurately described by tree level

predictions.

as opposed to producing additional jets through the
parton shower of a hard dijet event. Requiring three
or four fat jets plus a mild missing energy cut su�ces
in keeping QCD under control. Electroweak vector
bosons plus jets are subdominant backgrounds at low
missing energy and are further reduced by the multiplicity
requirement, especially at large jet mass.

The dominant background comes from tt̄ production,
though the jet multiplicity and missing energy require-
ments help to keep it under control. To pass these
requirements, several of the jets must be grouped together
to get su�ciently large jet mass and it is unusual to have
two or more massive fat jets in top decays. As discussed
in Sect. II, the jet masses from top quarks are more signal-
like, in that they arise primarily from overlapping partons
in the top decay. Therefore, the total jet mass MJ is not
as suppressed as that for QCD. However, the top quark
events give rise to MJ

<⇠ 2mt, especially when at least
one of the tops is forced to decay semileptonically by the
missing energy requirement. Therefore, a MJ

>⇠ 400 GeV
is typically su�cient in removing the majority of the top
background.

Figure 5 shows the expected 2� sensitivity to the multi-
top and two-step cascade signals for a massless LSP, using
1.34 fb�1 of integrated luminosity. The expected limits
from optimal signal regions in HT are compared against
the sensitivity of a MJ search region. A 20% systematic
uncertainty on the backgrounds is assumed and is added
in quadrature with the statistical error. The cuts that
define each signal region are presented in Tab. I.

5
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FIG. 4: (Left) HT distributions and (Right) MJ distributions, after requiring four or more fat jets and /ET > 150 GeV. Signal
and background as in Fig. 3.

Next-to-leading-order (NLO) corrections a↵ect the nor-
malization of both signal and background distributions.1

The largest corrections are to the inclusive production
cross section and can be absorbed into K-factors. The
leading order cross sections of the signal are normalized to
the NLO cross sections calculated in Prospino 2.1 [48].
The leading order production cross sections for tt̄ + jets,
W± +jets, and Z0 +jets are scaled to the NLO ones from
[49].

For the remainder of this article, the leading fat jet is
required to have pT j1 > 120 GeV and the sub-leading fat
jets have pT > 50 GeV. Fig. 3 shows the missing energy
distributions for benchmark multi-top and cascade decay
topologies with massless LSPs after requiring Nj � 4.
Both these signals have events with missing energy above
⇠ 100 � 200 GeV, but not enough to e↵ectively separate
them from background.

Figure 4 shows the HT and MJ distributions for these
two benchmarks after a moderate missing energy cut
of 150 GeV. It is clear that the MJ variable provides
a far better discriminant against background than HT ,
as expected from our discussion in the previous section.
By requiring several widely separated jets, QCD must
produce these jets through an intrinsically 2 ! 4 process,

1
With parton shower/matrix element matching, the shapes of

di↵erential distributions are accurately described by tree level

predictions.

as opposed to producing additional jets through the
parton shower of a hard dijet event. Requiring three
or four fat jets plus a mild missing energy cut su�ces
in keeping QCD under control. Electroweak vector
bosons plus jets are subdominant backgrounds at low
missing energy and are further reduced by the multiplicity
requirement, especially at large jet mass.

The dominant background comes from tt̄ production,
though the jet multiplicity and missing energy require-
ments help to keep it under control. To pass these
requirements, several of the jets must be grouped together
to get su�ciently large jet mass and it is unusual to have
two or more massive fat jets in top decays. As discussed
in Sect. II, the jet masses from top quarks are more signal-
like, in that they arise primarily from overlapping partons
in the top decay. Therefore, the total jet mass MJ is not
as suppressed as that for QCD. However, the top quark
events give rise to MJ

<⇠ 2mt, especially when at least
one of the tops is forced to decay semileptonically by the
missing energy requirement. Therefore, a MJ

>⇠ 400 GeV
is typically su�cient in removing the majority of the top
background.

Figure 5 shows the expected 2� sensitivity to the multi-
top and two-step cascade signals for a massless LSP, using
1.34 fb�1 of integrated luminosity. The expected limits
from optimal signal regions in HT are compared against
the sensitivity of a MJ search region. A 20% systematic
uncertainty on the backgrounds is assumed and is added
in quadrature with the statistical error. The cuts that
define each signal region are presented in Tab. I.
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Final Search

Maximally Inclusive
No b-tags, no lepton vetos, low MET
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FIG. 5: Expected limit on � ⇥ Br with 1.34 fb�1 of integrated luminosity for the multi-top (left) and cascade decaying (right)
topologies, assuming a massless LSP. The expected limit from an MJ search after requiring events to have at least four fat
jets with /ET > 150GeV and MJ > 450GeV is shown (solid black). The limit from ATLAS’ high multiplicity search appears
in orange [21]. The NLO production cross section for pair-produced gluinos is shown in grey. The expected sensitivity from
optimal signal regions in HT are shown and are described in Tab. I.

The estimated limits from the current ATLAS large jet-
multiplicity search [21] are also shown in Fig. 5 (orange
lines). The ATLAS search considers four signal regions
with at least six, seven and eight jets. The stronger
limit from the four signal regions is used for each gluino
mass in Fig. 5. In the ATLAS analysis, the jets are
clustered using the anti-kT algorithm with R=0.4 and all
pair combinations must satisfy �R > 0.6. An additional
requirement that /ET /

p
HT > 3.5 GeV1/2 is enforced.

The reach of this search is comparable to that for the
HT fat jet search, and is significantly weaker than that
for the jet mass analysis. The event yields in the signal
region from the tt̄ Monte Carlo calculations in [21] are in
good agreement with the tt̄ generated in this study.

While we have only shown the estimated reach for
the case of a massless LSP, we have found that the
jet mass search also enhances the reach for arbitrary
LSP masses. However, di↵erent selection criteria are
sometimes needed. For instance, maintaining sensitivity
for compressed spectra may require a weaker cut on MJ

and fewer massive jets.

B. /ET -less Signals

Next, we consider a class of topologies with hardly any
missing energy (<⇠ 100 GeV). Such models are challenging
to separate from background because, without a missing

Search Nj R Leptons Nb /ET HT MJ

[GeV] [GeV] [GeV]

ATLAS 6-8+ 0.4 0 0+ 3.5
p
HT /0 /0

HT+SSDL-top 3+ 1.2 SSDL 1+ /0 300 /0

HT -top 4+ 1.2 0+ 1+ 250 800 /0

HT -cascade 4+ 1.2 0+ 0+ 150 1000 /0

MJ search 4+ 1.2 0+ 0+ 150 /0 450

TABLE I: The specifications of the searches used in Fig. 5. A
superscript “+” indicates that the cut is inclusive. “SSDL”
denotes same-sign dileptons.

energy requirement, the QCD background swamps the
signal. Black hole searches at the LHC do not have
a missing energy requirement, but there, the signal
dominates over background at ST greater than several
TeV. The SUSY topologies considered here have much
lower ST and therefore would not be picked up by these
searches.

We will consider two examples of /ET -less signals here.
The first is a stealth SUSY topology [50, 51] with

g̃ ! gS̃ ! gG̃S ! gG̃gg, (11)

where G̃ is the gravitino, and S and S̃ are the singlet and
singlino. For concreteness, we choose a spectrum where
the singlino mass is half the gluino mass, and the singlino
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optimal signal regions in HT are shown and are described in Tab. I.

The estimated limits from the current ATLAS large jet-
multiplicity search [21] are also shown in Fig. 5 (orange
lines). The ATLAS search considers four signal regions
with at least six, seven and eight jets. The stronger
limit from the four signal regions is used for each gluino
mass in Fig. 5. In the ATLAS analysis, the jets are
clustered using the anti-kT algorithm with R=0.4 and all
pair combinations must satisfy �R > 0.6. An additional
requirement that /ET /

p
HT > 3.5 GeV1/2 is enforced.

The reach of this search is comparable to that for the
HT fat jet search, and is significantly weaker than that
for the jet mass analysis. The event yields in the signal
region from the tt̄ Monte Carlo calculations in [21] are in
good agreement with the tt̄ generated in this study.

While we have only shown the estimated reach for
the case of a massless LSP, we have found that the
jet mass search also enhances the reach for arbitrary
LSP masses. However, di↵erent selection criteria are
sometimes needed. For instance, maintaining sensitivity
for compressed spectra may require a weaker cut on MJ

and fewer massive jets.

B. /ET -less Signals

Next, we consider a class of topologies with hardly any
missing energy (<⇠ 100 GeV). Such models are challenging
to separate from background because, without a missing

Search Nj R Leptons Nb /ET HT MJ
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ATLAS 6-8+ 0.4 0 0+ 3.5
p
HT /0 /0

HT+SSDL-top 3+ 1.2 SSDL 1+ /0 300 /0

HT -top 4+ 1.2 0+ 1+ 250 800 /0

HT -cascade 4+ 1.2 0+ 0+ 150 1000 /0

MJ search 4+ 1.2 0+ 0+ 150 /0 450

TABLE I: The specifications of the searches used in Fig. 5. A
superscript “+” indicates that the cut is inclusive. “SSDL”
denotes same-sign dileptons.

energy requirement, the QCD background swamps the
signal. Black hole searches at the LHC do not have
a missing energy requirement, but there, the signal
dominates over background at ST greater than several
TeV. The SUSY topologies considered here have much
lower ST and therefore would not be picked up by these
searches.

We will consider two examples of /ET -less signals here.
The first is a stealth SUSY topology [50, 51] with

g̃ ! gS̃ ! gG̃S ! gG̃gg, (11)

where G̃ is the gravitino, and S and S̃ are the singlet and
singlino. For concreteness, we choose a spectrum where
the singlino mass is half the gluino mass, and the singlino
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topologies, assuming a massless LSP. The expected limit from an MJ search after requiring events to have at least four fat
jets with /ET > 150GeV and MJ > 450GeV is shown (solid black). The limit from ATLAS’ high multiplicity search appears
in orange [21]. The NLO production cross section for pair-produced gluinos is shown in grey. The expected sensitivity from
optimal signal regions in HT are shown and are described in Tab. I.

The estimated limits from the current ATLAS large jet-
multiplicity search [21] are also shown in Fig. 5 (orange
lines). The ATLAS search considers four signal regions
with at least six, seven and eight jets. The stronger
limit from the four signal regions is used for each gluino
mass in Fig. 5. In the ATLAS analysis, the jets are
clustered using the anti-kT algorithm with R=0.4 and all
pair combinations must satisfy �R > 0.6. An additional
requirement that /ET /

p
HT > 3.5 GeV1/2 is enforced.

The reach of this search is comparable to that for the
HT fat jet search, and is significantly weaker than that
for the jet mass analysis. The event yields in the signal
region from the tt̄ Monte Carlo calculations in [21] are in
good agreement with the tt̄ generated in this study.

While we have only shown the estimated reach for
the case of a massless LSP, we have found that the
jet mass search also enhances the reach for arbitrary
LSP masses. However, di↵erent selection criteria are
sometimes needed. For instance, maintaining sensitivity
for compressed spectra may require a weaker cut on MJ

and fewer massive jets.

B. /ET -less Signals

Next, we consider a class of topologies with hardly any
missing energy (<⇠ 100 GeV). Such models are challenging
to separate from background because, without a missing

Search Nj R Leptons Nb /ET HT MJ

[GeV] [GeV] [GeV]

ATLAS 6-8+ 0.4 0 0+ 3.5
p
HT /0 /0

HT+SSDL-top 3+ 1.2 SSDL 1+ /0 300 /0

HT -top 4+ 1.2 0+ 1+ 250 800 /0

HT -cascade 4+ 1.2 0+ 0+ 150 1000 /0

MJ search 4+ 1.2 0+ 0+ 150 /0 450

TABLE I: The specifications of the searches used in Fig. 5. A
superscript “+” indicates that the cut is inclusive. “SSDL”
denotes same-sign dileptons.

energy requirement, the QCD background swamps the
signal. Black hole searches at the LHC do not have
a missing energy requirement, but there, the signal
dominates over background at ST greater than several
TeV. The SUSY topologies considered here have much
lower ST and therefore would not be picked up by these
searches.

We will consider two examples of /ET -less signals here.
The first is a stealth SUSY topology [50, 51] with

g̃ ! gS̃ ! gG̃S ! gG̃gg, (11)

where G̃ is the gravitino, and S and S̃ are the singlet and
singlino. For concreteness, we choose a spectrum where
the singlino mass is half the gluino mass, and the singlino
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FIG. 5: Expected limit on � ⇥ Br with 1.34 fb�1 of integrated luminosity for the multi-top (left) and cascade decaying (right)
topologies, assuming a massless LSP. The expected limit from an MJ search after requiring events to have at least four fat
jets with /ET > 150GeV and MJ > 450GeV is shown (solid black). The limit from ATLAS’ high multiplicity search appears
in orange [21]. The NLO production cross section for pair-produced gluinos is shown in grey. The expected sensitivity from
optimal signal regions in HT are shown and are described in Tab. I.

The estimated limits from the current ATLAS large jet-
multiplicity search [21] are also shown in Fig. 5 (orange
lines). The ATLAS search considers four signal regions
with at least six, seven and eight jets. The stronger
limit from the four signal regions is used for each gluino
mass in Fig. 5. In the ATLAS analysis, the jets are
clustered using the anti-kT algorithm with R=0.4 and all
pair combinations must satisfy �R > 0.6. An additional
requirement that /ET /

p
HT > 3.5 GeV1/2 is enforced.

The reach of this search is comparable to that for the
HT fat jet search, and is significantly weaker than that
for the jet mass analysis. The event yields in the signal
region from the tt̄ Monte Carlo calculations in [21] are in
good agreement with the tt̄ generated in this study.

While we have only shown the estimated reach for
the case of a massless LSP, we have found that the
jet mass search also enhances the reach for arbitrary
LSP masses. However, di↵erent selection criteria are
sometimes needed. For instance, maintaining sensitivity
for compressed spectra may require a weaker cut on MJ

and fewer massive jets.

B. /ET -less Signals

Next, we consider a class of topologies with hardly any
missing energy (<⇠ 100 GeV). Such models are challenging
to separate from background because, without a missing

Search Nj R Leptons Nb /ET HT MJ

[GeV] [GeV] [GeV]

ATLAS 6-8+ 0.4 0 0+ 3.5
p
HT /0 /0

HT+SSDL-top 3+ 1.2 SSDL 1+ /0 300 /0

HT -top 4+ 1.2 0+ 1+ 250 800 /0

HT -cascade 4+ 1.2 0+ 0+ 150 1000 /0

MJ search 4+ 1.2 0+ 0+ 150 /0 450

TABLE I: The specifications of the searches used in Fig. 5. A
superscript “+” indicates that the cut is inclusive. “SSDL”
denotes same-sign dileptons.

energy requirement, the QCD background swamps the
signal. Black hole searches at the LHC do not have
a missing energy requirement, but there, the signal
dominates over background at ST greater than several
TeV. The SUSY topologies considered here have much
lower ST and therefore would not be picked up by these
searches.

We will consider two examples of /ET -less signals here.
The first is a stealth SUSY topology [50, 51] with

g̃ ! gS̃ ! gG̃S ! gG̃gg, (11)

where G̃ is the gravitino, and S and S̃ are the singlet and
singlino. For concreteness, we choose a spectrum where
the singlino mass is half the gluino mass, and the singlino
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Finally the LSP may or may not decay into jets. The constraints on R-parity violation are much
weaker for decays into heavy flavor. If the LSP is lighter than 200GeV, then the decays will be
dominantly with the �ijkU

c
i Dc

jD
c
k flavor structure being (ijk) = (2, 3, 2). The resulting two decay

topologies are most likely

�
0

! qqq = c b s. (10)

This results in eight di↵erent models of gluino decay topologies that span a range of final state
parton multiplicities:

Model Gluino Decay EW-ino Decay LSP Decay Final State Partons
qq̄�(+4) tt̄�(+12) �(+0) V V 0�(+8) �(+0) cbs(+6)

G
0

X X X 4
G

1

X X X 12
G

2

X X X 12
G

3

X X X 20
G

4

X X X 10
G

5

X X X 18
G

6

X X X 18
G

7

X X X 26

(11)

TABLE 3: The eight benchmark signals used in this paper. The numbers in parentheses indicate
the number of final state patrons added by choosing that particular branch of the decay topology.

Note that if the gluinos decay to light quarks and the LSP, the final states will have between 4
(RP conserving) and 10 (RPV) partons, which will make them very hard to discriminate against
the tt̄ background. In the case of cascade decays or decays involving top quarks, however, there
will be more than 12 partons in the final state and the method outlined in this article should
prove more e�cient. Moreover, if R-parity is violated, each LSP will decay to three quarks, thus
adding 6 jets in the final state. Cuts on the number of subjets could then provide a competitive
replacement of the MET cut for this kind of events.

These signals are simply meant as benchmark models to test the sensitivity of our searches
to high multiplicity final states. The search presented here should prove e�cient for any signal
implying the existence of final states with more than ⇠ 8 jets.

3. COUNTING SUBJETS

This section describes the two subjet counting techniques implemented in this study, n
kT and

n
CA

. The former is a straightforward application of the exclusive kT algorithm [34]. The latter
counts subjets by recursively inspecting the structure of the Cambridge/Aachen [36] clustering tree
of the fat jet. We find that for the high multiplicity benchmark signals considered in this work,
both methods yield improved exclusion limits as compared to a /ET + MJ search. The best results
are obtained with n

CA

, with n
kT not far behind.

3.1. Fat jets

The basic structure of our high multiplicity search is common to both subjet counting tech-
niques. First the event is clustered into fat jets with R

0

= 1.2 using the anti-kT jet algorithm [33].

The Sample Signals 
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Search Region Models Covered with E < 1.5 Background (for 30 fb�1)
Label MJ /ET Class mg̃ QCD Top V+jets Other Total

1 1000 0 G4 mg̃
<⇠ 1.0 TeV 495.9±61.50 2.38±0.69 6.93±2.73 0.13±0.095 505.33±61.56

2 1350 0 G4 mg̃
>⇠ 1.0 TeV 13.74±1.5 0.0 0.54±0.54 0±0 14.29±1.57

3 400 400 G0 mg̃
<⇠ 1.2 TeV 0.38±0.04 16.63±1.81 14.30±2.62 4.40±1.52 35.71±3.53G1 750 GeV >⇠ mg̃

>⇠ 1.1 TeV

4 500 200 G1 mg̃
<⇠ 750 GeV 23.94±4.86 54.64±3.29 27.96±5.56 6.26±1.52 112.81±8.22G2,3 mg̃
<⇠ 850 GeV

5 625 425
G0 mg̃

>⇠ 1.2 TeV
0.09±0.02 0.59±0.34 0.73±0.73 0.47±0.29 1.89±0.86G1 mg̃

>⇠ 1.1 TeV
G2,3 mg̃

>⇠ 1.3 TeV

6 725 175 G2,3 850 GeV <⇠ mg̃
<⇠ 1.3 TeV 5.28±0.72 5.34±1.03 2.85±1.08 0.41±0.18 13.87±1.67G5,6,7 all

TABLE 4: Search regions for the MJ + /ET search with cuts in GeV and assuming 30%
systematic uncertainties. The errors on the backgrounds shown here are the statistical errors.

After evaluating the fitness of the search strategies, the least fit 50% are removed. Pairs of
fit search strategies are then selected and a new search strategy is created by taking a randomly
determined fraction of each search strategy’s used search regions. For instance, if the two selected
search strategies had N

1

and N
2

search regions, then a uniform random number on the unit line
segment, x, would determine that xN

1

search regions would be taken from the first search strategy
and (1 � x)N

2

would be taken from the second search strategy. So if N
1

= 20 and N
2

= 30 and
x = 0.20, 4 search regions would be taken from the first search strategy and 24 would be taken from
the second. If duplicate signal regions are selected, the duplicate is removed, reducing the number
of search regions. After creating a new search strategy, the search is mutated to guarantee that the
population of search strategies had su�cient diversity. Each used search region has a probability
of being changed to another random search region. We use 6% for this probability known as the
“mutation rate”. Thus with the 16 search regions in the example, 1 change would be made on
average.

If after ten consecutive generations no progress has been made, i.e. if no solution has been found
that covers the entire model space, then a solution is manually created by forcing every model to
be covered by some search region. This can be done by increasing the number of search regions
in the search strategies until full coverage is achieved. Finally, if every model is covered and no
further progress is achieved for seven generations, search strategies are scoured to see if any search
region can be removed without reducing coverage. Either way, the genetic algorithm is restarted.
If no progress in reducing the number of search regions in a search strategy has been made in
twenty generations, the program ends.

Typically, the algorithm converges after 20 to 30 generations, and 10 to 30 distinct optimized
search strategies were found each time. While the termination of the program does not guarantee
that the optimal solution has been found, re-running the program multiple times usually results in
the same number of required search regions. The distinct search strategies typically have similar
features even if they di↵er slightly in detail.
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Search Region Models Covered with E < 1.5 Background (for 30 fb�1)
Label MJ /ET NCA,min Class mg̃ QCD Top V+jets Other Total

1 450 450 0 G0 all 0.18±0.26 8.31±1.28 2.05±1.08 0.64±0.26 11.18±1.70
2 1050 0 13 G4 all 21.60±3.03 0.0 0.0 0.034±0.014 21.63±3.03

3 475 275 11
G1 all

0.96±0.46 4.16±0.91 0.78±0.59 0.031±0.009 5.90±1.18G2 mg̃
>⇠ 750 GeV

G3 mg̃
>⇠ 850 GeV

4 525 125 12
G2 mg̃

<⇠ 750 GeV
7.86±1.92 7.72±1.24 6.71±4.58 0.33±0.19 22.65±5.11G3 mg̃

<⇠ 850 GeV
G5,6 mg̃

>⇠ 900 GeV

5 425 125 14 G5,6 mg̃
<⇠ 900 GeV 1.08±0.32 1.19±0.49 0.0 0.014±0.006 2.26±0.58G7 all

TABLE 5: Search regions for the MJ + /ET + N
CA

search with MJ and /ET cuts in GeV and
assuming 30% systematic uncertainties. The errors on the backgrounds shown here are the
statistical errors.

4.3. Expected Sensitivity

Expected sensitivities to the various benchmark signals are depicted in Figures 10-18. These
are presented as expected 95% exclusion limits on �⇥Br (the production cross section times the
branching ratio into that particular gluino decay topology) as a function of the gluino mass and for
an integrated luminosity of 30 fb�1. As expected, the performance of the MJ + /ET +NJ search
depends strongly on the final state multiplicity as well as the intrinsic /ET of the signal.

The results of the subjet counting search are best revealed by comparing the optimal search
regions for the MJ + /ET search to those of the MJ + /ET +NJ search. The former has 5 search
regions, while the latter has 6 search regions, see Tables 4 and 5. Interestingly, the e�cacy criterion
groups the signals into similar signal classes, with the di↵erence that some of the MJ and /ET cuts
move around once N

CA

cuts are introduced.
The first class of signals consists of G

0

alone, has intrinsic /ET from the stable (non-RPV) LSP,
and only 4 final state partons. Consequently the cuts (and exclusion limits, see Fig. 8) do not
change after the introduction of a N

CA

cut, which is fixed to be zero.
The second class of signals consists of G

4

alone, which di↵ers from G
0

in that the LSP undergoes
the RPV decay �! cbs. Consequently there is no intrinsic /ET , and both search strategies cover G

4

with search regions that have trivial /ET cuts. Since, however, G
4

is a high multiplicity signal with
10 final state partons, the corresponding N

CA

search region imposes a significant cut N
CA

� 13
with a somewhat loosened MJ cut. This results in an exclusion limit on �⇥Br that is better by a
factor ⇠ 3 as compared to the MJ + /ET search (see Fig. 9) but that is nevertheless weaker than
what would be needed to exclude the benchmark gluino cross section.

The third class of signals consists of G
5

, G
6

and G
7

. These signals have intrinsic /ET from top
quarks or electroweak gauge bosons produced in the gluino decay chain. They also have especially
large final state multiplicities, since the LSPs at the end of the decay chain end in the RPV
decay � ! cbs. The inclusion of a cut N

CA

� 13 improves the exclusion limits by a factor of
⇠ 2 � 3 depending on the specific signal and gluino mass. Depending on the assumed systematic
uncertainties, the /ET cut is loosened by 25 GeV to 75 GeV, while the MJ cut is lowered by 150 GeV
to 300 GeV. This represents a modest success in trading our reliance on /ET cuts for a more refined
use of jet substructure observables.

The fourth and final class of signals consists of G
1

, G
2

and G
3

. These signals have large intrinsic

MJ Only

NJ and MJ
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FIG. 10: 95% exclusion limits on �⇥Br for MJ cut and /ET cuts only (dashed blue),
MJ+/ET +N

CA

(solid red) for the R-parity conserving topologies G
1

, G
2

, G
3

(left, top to bottom)
and the corresponding RPV ones, G

5

, G
6

, G
7

on the right. The exclusion limits associated to the
ATLAS high multiplicity search [44] (dash-dotted green line) and the CMS black hole search
(CITE) (dashed black line) are shown as well as the NLO gluino production cross section (grey
solid line). The systematic error on the background is assumed to be 30%

Improvements of NJ vs MJ only Search
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cross section,
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Haven’t Combined With Other 
Requirements

Can use leptons & b-tags to further 
reduce reliance on MET

Reduce reliance on dilepton requirements



Conclusion

MJ can be a powerful new tool

Existing Heavy Flavor Searches are in good shape

Counting the number of subjets is better than
requiring explicit jets

Need low background MET-less searches

RPC Natural Susy almost closed

Composite Higgs top partner searches need a bit more attention

Many new ideas to try




